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Weimar Germany 

1. Fill out your assessment tracker and the front of your 
book.

2. In green pen, copy the Challenge Tasks from the 
feedback sheet onto your assessment.

3. Check through your work for any SPAG errors and fix 
them now.



CHALLENGE TASKS

Question 1:

TASK A: Make another inference about the source

TASK B: Find a quote that matches an inference you made

Question 2:

Task A: Re-write the paragraph. Focus on adding more 
examples of relevant precise knowledge to show deeper 
understanding.

Task B: Re-write the paragraph. Focus on developing your 
explanations that link your knowledge to the question.

Task C: Write one more full paragraph which considers another 
factor. Focus on 2 examples of explained knowledge.

Question 3:

TASK A: Re-do the highlighted paragraph. Focus on analysing 
the content of the source.

TASK B: Re-do the highlighted paragraph. Focus on analysing 
the provenance of the source.

TASK C: Re-do the highlighted paragraph. Focus on including 
more examples of your own knowledge. 

TASK D: Write a new paragraph about the highlighted source.

Germany Assessment 1 – Feedback Sheet

Marking Codes:

CL – Capital Letter
L – Label
U – Underline
R – Ruler
Gr – Grammar
Sp - Spellings

Key Words:

Ruhr
Reichmark
Stresemann
Versailles
Hyperinflation
Dawes Plan
Young Plan

Question 1 – Make an inference…

Possible Inferences:

Germany has recovered faster than expected – “we have travelled it surprisingly quickly”
Germany has become internationally respected – “Germany has raised herself up to shoulder the terrific burden of 
this peace”
Germany seemed to be broken beyond repair – “in a way we would never have thought possible”
They still have a way to go – “Even so, it might have been worse”

Question 2 – Explain why….

New currency - November 1923 “Rentenmark” – a new currency. Its supply was very limited and controlled, its 
value was tied to the price of gold and it was backed by the German banks and businesses. People swapped out old 
currency for new – they could trust the new money. Renamed in 1924 to Reichmark and given to an independent 
bank – the Reichbank – to control. 

The Dawes Plan – Plan to temporarily solve reparation payment issues (1924). Germany’s repayments temporarily 
reduced to £50 million per year. Germany would get loans from American banks – over time these totalled $25 
billion. French left the Ruhr but stayed in Germany. The agreement boosted German production and gave them the 
space they needed to recover. 

The Young Plan – Plan to permanently solve reparation issues (1929). £50 million per year payments made 
permanent, overall reparations debt reduced from £6.6b to £2b, and Germany given 59 more years to pay. French 
leave Germany totally. Very useful deal – helped Germany recover.

Question 3: Source Analysis

Source B

• Content – “Vengeance” shows Germans were angry, wanted revenge. 
• Provenance – Newspaper article, to inform or persuade, perhaps to get people angry. From the day of the 

signing, so raw emotions from the moment. 
• Knowledge – Lots of reasons why Germans would be angry – all the TOV terms. This emotion was common 

among many Germans.

Source C

• Content – French sucking German blood – represents the French taking money and resources out of a helpless 
Germany. Shows the French as scavengers and evil. 

• Provenance – From a right-wing newspaper, so showing a very specific viewpoint – a political cartoon meant 
to persuade people, propaganda. 

• Knowledge – French the main country that benefited from TOV. French and Germans had a long history of 
conflict and a very bad relationship. 


